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ABSTRACT

1.

As CPU data requests to the level-one (L1) data cache (DC)
can represent as much as 25% of an embedded processor’s
total power dissipation, techniques that decrease L1 DC accesses can significantly enhance processor energy efficiency.
Filter caches are known to efficiently decrease the number of
accesses to instruction caches. However, due to the irregular access pattern of data accesses, a conventional data filter
cache (DFC) has a high miss rate, which degrades processor
performance. We propose to integrate a DFC with a fast
address calculation technique to significantly reduce the impact of misses and to improve performance by enabling onecycle loads. Furthermore, we show that DFC stalls can be
eliminated even after unsuccessful fast address calculations
by simultaneously accessing the DFC and L1 DC on the
following cycle. We quantitatively evaluate different DFC
configurations, with and without the fast address calculation technique, using different write allocation policies, and
qualitatively describe their impact on energy efficiency. The
proposed design provides an efficient DFC that yields both
energy and performance improvements.

Mobile phones and tablets are examples of battery-powered
devices that are always on. These devices not only need to
be able to deliver high performance when the user actively
performs tasks—such as watching a high-definition movie—
but they must also support long standby time, during which
the operating system performs maintenance tasks like checking for incoming messages.
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INTRODUCTION

A trend in mobile devices is to employ a diversity of processor cores with a few high-performance cores in combination with a supporting low-power core. The performanceoriented cores are enabled only when the user actively performs tasks on the device, while the low-power core handles
background tasks during long idle periods. NVIDIA employs
this concept in their Tegra 3 devices, in which they use two
different implementations of a Cortex A9 [24]. ARM use
a combination of an in-order Cortex A7 and out-of-order
Cortex A15 cores in their big.LITTLE [13] systems.
Energy efficiency is a very important feature for the alwayson cores. Recent studies have shown that the power consumed by data requests to the level-one (L1) data cache
(DC) constitutes up to 25% of the total power of an embedded processor [11, 15]. Much of the data request power is
due to accessing large tag and data arrays in the L1 DC.
If we can avoid accessing the L1 DC by accessing a smaller
structure that is located closer to the CPU, it is possible
to reduce total processor power. However, since these cores
often have high performance requirements, such power reductions must not come at the expense of performance.
A considerable amount of research have been conducted to
improve the energy efficiency of L1 caches in general. Kin et
al. proposed the filter cache scheme [21] to reduce the power
dissipation of instruction and data caches in an in-order
pipeline. The filter cache, which is significantly smaller than
an L1 cache, is located between the L1 cache and the CPU
pipeline. With a filter cache many memory references are
captured in the smaller structure, which saves power as the
number of L1 cache accesses is reduced. However, the power
and energy reduction of the proposed scheme comes with a
significant performance degradation. Due to high miss rates
in the filter cache—with each miss causing a one-cycle delay

penalty—the performance loss can be substantial. In fact,
the performance loss can cancel much of the energy benefits,
because of the energy dissipated by the system during the
additional execution time.
We propose a new use of the fast address calculation technique [4], to create an access scheme that eliminates the
performance penalty previously associated with a data filter cache (DFC). The principal behind our design approach
is that the fast address calculation, which has a delay of a
single Or-gate, can be performed in the same clock cycle
as the DFC access. This enables data accesses to be serviced in the first, address-calculation stage of a conventional
two-cycle load/store pipeline. On a DFC miss the L1 DC
is accessed as normal in the second stage, thus, eliminating any performance penalties associated with conventional
DFCs.
This paper makes the following contributions. (1) We propose a DFC cache design that can completely eliminate the
one-cycle miss penalty of conventional data filter caches.
(2) We capture a large percentage of the data accesses in
a smaller DFC. In addition, we reduce the total execution
time, which together can lead to significant energy savings.
(3) We evaluate two different allocation policies during write
misses and qualitatively describe their impact on energy efficiency.

2.

BACKGROUND

In this section we review the filter cache and some of its benefits and disadvantages, and then describe the fast address
calculation technique and the problems this solves. We will
throughout this paper use a conventional five-stage pipeline
to illustrate the proposed techniques. The presented techniques are, however, not limited to this classical pipeline,
but they can be used for any pipeline where the address
calculation occurs in the cycle before the data access. One
example of such an architecture is the ARM Cortex A7 that
has an in-order, eight-stage pipeline, where the loads and
stores are performed across two pipeline stages [18].

(a) Conventional

(b) Filter cache

Figure 1: Memory hierarchy with (a) and without
(b) filter cache.

Fig. 2 shows the average miss and the write-back1 rates of
different DFC configurations for the MiBench benchmark
suite [14] (for benchmark and compilation details, see Sec. 5).
The tree-based pseudo least recently used (PLRU) replacement scheme is used for the fully-associative cache and is
practical to implement for higher number of ways [1]. While
full associativity might not be practically feasible for the
larger cache sizes in Fig. 2, it can be suitable for small
cache sizes, for which the overhead is modest [7]. Associative filter caches outperform direct-mapped filter caches
when employed for data accesses. For example, a 512-byte
fully-associative cache has a miss rate of 8.7%, while a 2,048byte direct-mapped cache has an 8.0% miss rate. Thus, a
direct-mapped cache would have to be four times larger in
terms of capacity to have a similar miss rate. This result is
in contrast to the original study on instruction and data filter caches, which suggested that a direct-mapped filter cache
has better performance than an associative filter cache [21],
but is consistent with a more recent study [12].
Line size: 32 Bytes
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Filter Cache

The DFC has the structure of a conventional cache, however,
the number of cache lines that can be stored is significantly
smaller. The DFC is inserted into the memory hierarchy
between the CPU and the L1 cache, as shown in Fig. 1b.
When a request is made, the DFC is accessed and upon a
DFC hit, the L1 cache access is avoided. The smaller size of
the DFC makes it more power efficient as the memory arrays
for storing tags and data are smaller. On a DFC miss, an
additional cycle is required to fetch the cache line from the
L1 cache into the DFC, while at the same time providing
the requested data (or instruction) to the CPU.
Introducing a conventional DFC to an in-order pipeline leads
to a performance degradation. Compared to a conventional
pipeline with only an L1 DC, a DFC will cause an additional
stall cycle for each DFC miss. As the conventional DFC has
a high miss rate (as high as 35%), the impact on performance
is significant.
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Figure 2: Miss and write-back rates.
1

The number of write-back operations initiated by the replacement of a dirty line, normalized to the total number of
load/store operations.

2.2

Fast Address Calculation

Fast address calculation was proposed as a technique to reduce stall cycles caused by load hazards [4]. Fig. 3 illustrates
data memory accesses in a five-stage pipeline. A load operation effectively takes two cycles with the memory address
being calculated in the execute (EXE) stage and the memory access being performed in the memory (MEM) stage.
In case the instruction following the load depends on the
loaded value, as illustrated in Fig. 4, we have what is called
a load hazard. The add instruction will be stalled in the
execute stage, until the load is completed in the memory
stage, at which point the loaded value is forwarded to the
add instruction in the execute stage. Load hazards are not
infrequent and cause the execution time to increase.

Fig. 5a shows the details of the addition operation for the
memory address calculation. It was observed that for most
operations, there is no carry out from the line-offset part to
the index part of the address, due to the immediate often
being a small positive value [4]. In addition, it was observed
that when the immediate width is larger than the line offset
width, it is still possible to correctly calculate the index for
a high percentage of accesses by OR’ing the index and the
corresponding part of the offset when there is no carry out in
any of the bit additions [4]. This also allows a very fast way
of calculating the index, since only one level of Or gates is
needed. This property of the address calculation operation
is used to exploit the SRAM access pattern, so that it is
possible to access the L1 DC in the same stage in which the
address calculation takes place. The index drives the row
decoder that selects the word line, which is on the critical
path. The byte offset drives the column multiplexer, which
needs to be driven after the word-line selection, hence, the
small addition of the byte offset can be tolerated.

3.
Figure 3: Fast address calculation in a five-stage
pipeline.

Figure 4: Instruction sequence that causes a load
hazard.
The memory address is commonly calculated by adding an
offset (the immediate) to a register value (the base address).
An example is shown in Fig. 4, where the offset 10 is added
to register $15 for the load operation.

FILTER CACHE WITH FAST ADDRESS
CALCULATION

In this section we describe our design approach, which entails integrating a DFC between the pipeline of the CPU
and the L1 DC and using fast address calculation to avoid
any performance degradation. The idea is that the DFC
performance penalty due to misses can be reduced, or even
eliminated, if there is a way to detect a DFC miss in the
execute stage. In case a miss is detected, the conventional
L1 DC can then be accessed on the following cycle, hence
eliminating the stall cycle. The fast address calculation technique makes it possible to speculatively calculate the index
and tag with only a single Or-gate delay. The index and the
tag can therefore be used to access a DFC directly in the execute stage of the pipeline. At the end of the execute stage,
the index and the tag are verified by detecting that no carry
into the index portion of the address was created during the
conventional address calculation performed by the address
generator unit (AGU) [4]. Fig. 6 shows the DFC in the execute stage. It should be noted that for a fully associative
cache there is no line index, but the bits after the line offset
belong to the tag.

(a) Conventional address calculation

Figure 6: A filter cache with fast address calculation
in the execute stage and a cache line size of 32 bytes.
(b) Fast address calculation
Figure 5: Conventional (a) and fast (b) address calculation.

We analyzed the fast address calculation technique on the
MiBench benchmark suite (see Sec. 5). Fig. 7 shows the
analysis results, assuming a 32-byte line size. On average,

for 69% of the store operations and for 74.9% of the load
operations, the line index or tag does not change after the
address calculation, due to very small immediates. In addition, on average, for 3.1% of the store operations and for
2.4% of the load operations the remaining address after the
line offset can be calculated with a single level of Or-gates.
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The virtually addressed DFC complicates cache coherency.
To efficiently support cache coherency, the L1 DC is inclusive
of the DFC contents and the DFC stores the L1 DC set index
and way for each of the DFC lines. When an L1 DC line
is evicted, the set index and way are checked against those
stored in the DFC and if there is a match the corresponding
line is also evicted from the DFC. The set index and way are
also used when a dirty cache line is evicted from the DFC, to
directly write the line back to the L1 DC without requiring
a tag check. Storing the L1 DC set index and way for each
DFC line is feasible as there are few DFC lines.

4.

0.6
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IMPACT OF WRITE ALLOCATION POLICIES

The choice of the write allocation policy for a cache can have
an impact on the expended energy. In fact, the policy choice
is even more important in DFCs, because the miss rate is
much higher compared to an L1 DC.
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Figure 7: The proportion of correct speculations out
of all speculative address calculations.
When the speculation is not successful, that is, when a carry
into the index occurred or a carry propagation happened
after the line offset, it is not possible to determine if the
data resides in the DFC during the execute stage. If the
DFC would be accessed in the following cycle to determine
if the data resides in the DFC, then there would be a onecycle penalty if there is a DFC miss. In order to avoid a DFC
miss cycle due to a speculation failure, the L1 DC must be
accessed on the next cycle after the speculation failure. In
addition, if the DFC uses a write-back policy, then both the
L1 DC and the DFC must be accessed in parallel because
up-to-date data might reside in the DFC only. While this
speculation scheme can entirely eliminate the conventional
DFC miss penalty, it may not be energy efficient since we
will access the L1 DC when there is a possibility that the
memory access in fact can be a hit in the DFC. It should
also be noted that on a speculation failure or a DFC miss,
the one-cycle load cannot be exploited. The impact of all
these aspects are evaluated in Sec. 6.
The DFC is virtually tagged to not require data translation lookaside buffer (DTLB) lookups. This reduces data
access power and removes the DTLB lookup from the critical path when accessing the DFC. The DFC therefore needs
to be flushed on a context switch. The overhead of having to flush the DFC is negligible, due to the infrequency
of context switches and the small size of the DFC. On kernel interrupts, the DFC is disabled and all data accesses are
serviced directly from the L1 DC. If the interrupt routine accesses data that might be used by the interrupted process,
the DFC has to be flushed before accessing this data.

Store operations constitute on average 30% of the total memory (load/store) operations across the 20 MiBench benchmarks (Sec. 5). The load operations will constitute a higher
percentage of the data cache energy because the rate is substantially higher. As a result, it is desirable to capture most
of the load accesses in the DFC. Hence it is preferred to
always allocate the line on a miss caused by the load operation. Different allocation policies can be used for the store
operations, to handle store misses. These policies are called
write-allocate, in which a store miss causes a new line to
be allocated on the currently accessed cache level, and nowrite-allocate, in which a store miss does not cause a new
line to be allocated, but the write operation is performed at
the next level in the memory hierarchy [20].
It is a challenge to reduce store energy when using a DFC;
especially if the data cache uses a two-cycle write operation
in which the tag match is performed during the first cycle
and the data is written during the second cycle. The write
power will be less compared to the read power because only
one data bank is activated. A DFC can save write power
in two ways. First it can gather many write operations into
one line, and thus reduce the write operations to the next
memory level. In addition, if the DFC is inclusive to the
next level, there is no need for a tag check operation during
write back, because the way information and line number
can be saved during the allocation and these can be used to
directly write the data to the data arrays during write back.
Fig. 8 presents the miss rates when the two different allocation policies are used. Here the miss rate directly corresponds to the number of cache lines that needs to be
fetched from L1 DC to the DFC normalized to the total
number of load/store operations. Hence when the no-writeallocate policy is used, the store misses are not really considered as misses because they will not cause any allocation
in the DFC. Thus, the no-write-allocate policy reduces the
miss rate. The impact is much higher on the direct-mapped
cache. The reason is that the chosen write allocation policy reduces the DFC contention, which improves the directmapped cache that is known to suffer from high contention.
Reduced miss rates mean less energy dissipation, because
there will be less lines fetched from the next memory level.
But, It should also be noted that with the no-write-allocate
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Figure 8: Miss rates depending on the allocation
policy.
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policy there will be extra direct store operations to the L1
DC for each store miss. As a result the possibility of energy
savings depends on the cost of doing a regular store access
to the L1 DC and the cost of a line fetch and line writeback
opeartions in which the line operations are expected to be
more costly.
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Fig. 9 shows an interesting trade-off for the store operations
when the no-write-allocate policy is used. Fig. 9a shows the
number of store operations that miss in the DFC and Fig. 9b
shows the write-back rate. For example, in a 512-byte fullyassociative cache, 40% of the store operations cause a miss
in the DFC and are directly written to the L1 cache. However, the write-back rate decreases from 2.3% for the writeallocate policy to 1.2% for no-write-allocate, which is a 48%
decrease. This means more writes are gathered in the DFC
before write-back operations, hence more power can be saved
in the data bank of the L1 DC for the store operations that
have a hit in the DFC. This is even more apparent on directmapped DFCs. For example, in a 512-byte direct-mapped
cache, 44.3% of the store operations cause a miss the DFC.
Here, the write-back rate decreases from 5.4% for the writeallocate policy to 1.9% for no-write-allocate, which is a 65%
decrease. Although it takes a detailed power analysis to ascertain which allocation policy is the most energy efficient,
this basic analysis shows that the no-write-allocate policy
mitigates the disadvantages of using DFCs with lower associativity.

5.

EVALUATION FRAMEWORK

In order to evaluate performance, we use 20 different benchmarks (see Table 1) across six different categories in the
MiBench benchmark suite [14]. Using the large dataset
option, the benchmarks are compiled with the VPO compiler [9]. The SimpleScalar simulator [3] is modified to simulate a time-accurate five-stage in-order pipeline. The configuration of the simulator is given in Table 2. It is assumed
that the pipeline stalls on data cache misses, although a
store buffer might tolerate some of the miss cycles caused
by store misses.
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(b) Write-back rate
Figure 9: The impact of write allocation policy on
(a) store misses and (b) write-back rate in the filter
cache.
Previous research showed that a 512-byte fully-associative
(FA) cache with a 16-byte line size, implemented in a 45nm CMOS process tailored to low-standby power (LSTP),
dissipates 40% more power compared to a 512-byte direct
mapped (DM) cache with the same line size [7]. Since the
DFC size is much smaller compared to an L1 DC, also the
access power is expected to be much smaller. Hence, the
40% overhead can still make the FA cache an energy-efficient
candidate, since it has lower miss rates compared to a DM
cache with the same size. However, since the access time will
be higher compared to the DM cache, we limit the evaluation
of the FA caches to 512 bytes at maximum, using only 16
tags with a 32-byte line size.

6.

EXECUTION TIME EVALUATION

In this section we describe the results of our performance
evaluations on DFCs. We especially focus on the results of
the 512-byte fully-associative (FA) cache and the 2,048-byte
direct-mapped (DM) cache, since these have similar miss
rates.

Fig. 10 shows the execution time for the conventional DFC
and for our proposed DFC with fast address calculation. The
execution time is normalized to a conventional five-stage, inorder pipeline without a DFC, where the L1 DC is accessed
in the memory stage. As expected, the use of the conventional DFC has an adverse impact on execution time. For a
512-byte FA cache this performance penalty is 1.8%, while
a four times bigger 2,048-byte DM cache has an execution
time penalty of 1.6%.
When fast address calculation is employed, there is a significant gain in execution time due to the avoidance of most of
the DFC miss penalties and many load hazards. If we use
the scheme where we access the DFC and L1 DC in sequence
instead of in parallel on a speculation failure (Sec. 3), then a
number of cycles are wasted since we are not able to detect
some of the DFC misses early in the pipeline. This overhead is explicitly annotated in Fig. 10. Our further analysis showed that most of the speculation failures happen
when the memory operation is in fact a DFC hit. This phenomenon becomes more dominant as the DFC size increases
because the miss rate is reduced, which can be observed from
Fig. 10. For example, the overhead of accessing them in sequence for a 128-byte DM cache is 1.3%, while it is 0.2%
for the 2,048-byte DM cache. In order to reduce this small
overhead, the L1 DC needs to be accessed on each speculation failure, which can be very inefficient in terms of energy.
Hence it will likely be more energy efficient to only access
the DFC again on a speculation failure.
The execution time improvement increases when the DFC
size is increased. The reason for this is that more one-cycle
loads can be exploited, which is not the case if there is a
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Figure 10: Execution time normalized to a pipeline
with conventional L1 DC usage.

high miss rate.
When the fast address calculation technique is employed, a
512-byte FA cache provides a 4% execution time improvement when including the speculation failure overhead, while
a 2,048-byte DM cache (four times as large) provides a comparable (4.3%) execution time improvement.
We also evaluated the original fast address calculation approach that was used with an L1 DC to eliminate load hazards [4]. This technique can provide a 5.1% execution-time
improvement when applied to the reference L1 DC used in
this work. The original approach provides a larger execution
time benefit due to avoiding more load hazards. The technique reduces the miss penalty by one cycle when the speculation succeeds, as a miss is detected one cycle earlier. However, the original approach is mainly intended for improving
performance, as each speculation failure will cause an additional L1 DC access. These extra accesses will increase
the L1 DC energy. In contrast, due to the relatively high
miss rate of the DFC, the fast address calculation technique
provides a greater benefit in combination with a DFC as it
eliminates the one-cycle stall penalty on DFC misses and
the speculation failures cause an extra access to a smaller
structure than the L1 DC.

7.

RELATED WORK

Duong et al. propose to perform the tag check for the DFC
in the same stage as the address calculation happens so that
the miss can be detected earlier, as in the case of the fast
address calculation [12]. But the tag check takes place immediately after the address calculation and, hence, the critical path includes both the address calculation and tag check.
Thus, under a strict timing constraint, the address generator
and the tag comparison units will require fast and powerhungry circuits, leading to increasing power dissipation for
load/store accesses. In contrast, our approach using fast
address calculation gives both the address generator unit

and the tag comparison unit a full clock cycle to complete,
leading to power overhead only during speculation failures.
Furthermore, the data array of Duong’s DFC is accessed
in the next stage after address generation stage [12], which
prevents their approach from exploiting early load accesses.
It is possible to distinguish between different data cache access types and implement specific caches for each type [22],
however, this complicates resource utilization as the total
storage of the cache is split between separate entities. Another approach is to use a predictive technique to read the
value from the store queue instead of from the L1 cache [10],
leading to a 32% data cache power reduction at a 0.1% performance penalty. One proposed scheme, which claims to
eliminate about 20% of the cache accesses, always reads the
maximum word size even though the load is only for a byte;
the additional data that was read can then be used in a later
access [19]. In the vertical cache partitioning scheme [26],
a line buffer stores the last read line and is checked before
accessing the L1 DC cache. This additional check is on the
critical path of the cache and can have a negative impact
on both performance and energy. Nicolaescu et al. proposed a power-saving scheme for associative data caches [23].
The way information of the last N cache accesses is saved
in a table, and each access makes a tag search on this table. If there is a match, the way information is used to
activate only the corresponding way. This table needs to
be checked before the cache is accessed, hence it can impact the critical path and the memory access latency. In
order to eliminate this, Nicolaescu et al. propose to use
a fast address calculation method to get the way information early in the pipeline stage and eliminate the overhead
for the way-table access. Scratchpad memories [5, 25] offer small, energy-efficient memories, however, they have to
be explicitly controlled by software. Thus, scratchpads are
challenging to manage, as extra code is required to explicitly move data to and from the main memory. Furthermore,
they pose challenges when performing context switches.
Instruction accesses have a more regular access pattern and
higher locality than data accesses. The regular access pattern of instructions allows special energy saving techniques
to be applied to instruction caches. Take, for example, loops
where instructions are accessed in consecutive order followed
by a backward branch. These regular access patterns have
been extensively exploited to improve the hit rate of small
structures similar to the filter cache [28, 6, 16, 8]. Also,
the regular access pattern has been a key property for way
prediction [17] and way selection [2] to make the instruction
cache more energy efficient.

8.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented an approach to designing performance- and
energy-efficient DFCs. The impact of miss penalties of a
conventional DFC can be reduced by integrating a speculation technique based on fast address calculation to enable one-cycle loads. As a result, for example, a 512-byte
fully-associative DFC with a 32-byte line size yields an overall performance gain of 4%. The remaining impact of miss
penalties can be eliminated by always accessing the L1 DC
on an address speculation failure. In addition, a 512-byte
fully-associative DFC can filter 89% of the L1 DC accesses,
while the remaining 8.7% are line fetch operations from the

L1 DC and 2.3% are write-back operations to the L1 DC.
As far as future work, an energy evaluation using a placed
and routed design would reveal the most energy-efficient
DFC configuration(s). In addition, optimizing the L1 DC
for line fetch operations might improve the energy efficiency
when a DFC is employed. DFCs can in particular provide
benefits on designs optimized for low standby power (that is,
low leakage power) [27], for which the energy will be dominated by the dynamic switching activity. In these designs,
one design dimension that can be explored to reduce energy would be the circuits that have substantial switching
activities during the stall cycles caused by the DFCs.

9.
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